
Never before seen movie concept soon a reality.

A unique soul transformation of a prostitute by a wildlife photographer with an upcoming feature film, She-The Movie.

A Hindi feature film, She-The Movie to be shot in parts of Sunderbans, West
Bengal, Bangladesh Border and East India, featuring Paan Singh Tomar fame Ravi
Bhushan Bhartiya as Montu and the bubbly Priya Mitra as Sundari is in the
pipeline. The shoot of the movie has started. Praises from U.K.F. Forum, an official
body of U.K., started pouring in as soon as the concept of the movie was
announced. It is a never before seen concept featuring the best commercially and
critically acclaimed stars of Hindi Cinema.

She-The movie portrays the outlook of a village girl, Sundari, who has high dreams
in life. But, due to poverty she chooses to enter into flesh trade business for
survival as her husband, Montu played by Ravi Bhushan Bhartiya) is a small time
fisherman who finds it challenging to run and maintain a household expenses,
Sundari works in a hotel but the greed of money enhances her needs day by day
and she ends up into a prostitution racket.

The story has a crisp turn when Sundari though is referred as a heartless witch
falls in love with a wildlife photographer, Arjun, who has a past of his own.

Directed by Viplab Majumder, the movie is being made in a moderate USD 1
Millions. The budget is high due to the usage of multiple virgin locations and
modern equipment.  Ravi Bhushan Bhartiya, who is playing Montu, in the movie,
has done two consecutive National Award winning feature films. His movie, Paan
Singh Tomar, has also bagged Filmfare award, the biggest award in Bollywood
industry.

“ This movie is taking a shape of a commercially and critically successful future
blockbuster. We’ve soul transformation, prostitution on boat and a true story with
an amazing screenplay. I am sure, this movie will find its’ way into next years’
Academy Awards” says the ambitious producer, Nikhil Chandwani who already has
received awards from American Forum Government for excellence in literature and
direction and National Award From Government of India.
Nikhil Chandwani is the producer of the movie.

Nikhil can be contacted at nikhil@nikhilchandwani.com

We work with critically acclaimed team


